
Think Like a Surgeon to Create Your Best Work and the Life You Love! 

 

Mono-tasking Took Me to Six Figures 

As a mother of three beautiful children, I used to be pulled in several directions at the same time: cleaning, 

meals, errands, laundry, schedules, homework, playdates…and the ever-present “MOM!”  

And then there’s my husband…a great guy who was right there with me, but who wanted a dose of just me 

regularly.  

Of course, as a freelance writer, I needed time and mental energy for top-notch writing projects too… 

I Was Desperate for a Way to Manage It All 

After one frustrating afternoon with the kids, I was desperate for ways to take care of myself. Ways to meet 

the needs of my loved ones. Ways to top the expectations of my freelance clients… 

All without going crazy!  

So, I called a girlfriend… 

Several Single Tasks in a Row 

Over coffee my friend, a heart surgeon, shared the secret of successful surgery. A secret that helped her 

manage her family too… 

If you’re thinking, like I did, the secret is skill and training, you’re only partially right.  

She said successful surgery includes skill and training but is mostly about focus.  

Focusing on one thing at a time. 

You see, surgeons perform several single tasks in a row, also known as mono-tasking. Mono-tasking allows 

them to zero in and focus on the procedure before them. 

I went home, booted up my laptop, and searched “mono-tasking.” The findings went on and on…  

Here’s some of what I found: 

Research has suggested you're 50% quicker…to accomplish a task if you unitask [mono-task] and you're also 

50% less likely to make errors. – Halonen, S.M. (2014, May 23). Why Do You Find It so Hard to Not 

Multitask. Psychology Today Blog Post 

Multitasking…doesn’t work because it requires the brain to operate in a way that it wasn’t designed to. – Dr 

Brockis, J. (2017, June 2). Multitasking vs monotasking: Why multitasking doesn’t work. CEO Magazine 

  

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-path-passionate-happiness/201405/why-do-you-find-it-so-hard-not-multitask
https://www.theceomagazine.com/business/multitasking-vs-monotasking-why-multitasking-doesnt-work/


Even Albert Einstein knew the secret: 

 

 Any man who can drive safely while kissing a pretty girl is simply not giving the kiss the attention it 

deserves. – Albert Einstein (as cited by David L. Strayer, D.L. & Watson, J.M. (2012, February 16). 

Supertaskers and the Multitasking Brain. Scientific American Mind) 

I was convinced and finally had hope… 

Mono-tasking Was My Ticket to Six Figures 

Nowadays, I mono-task my way through each day. This simple trick improves my work…. which launches 

me into six figures!  

Here’s how I did it… 

#1 Focus on Me: Schedule alone time 

Every morning I get up early, before everyone else, and spend 15 minutes in silence. Some mornings I 

reflect on an inspiring quote. Other mornings I meditate or journal. Some people practice yoga.  

This time helps me focus on my inner world, which brings peace and joy to the rest of my day.  

Because of this one thing, my loved ones agree… 

 I’m much nicer to be around. 

#2 Focus on Everyone and Everything Else: Schedule one thing at a time 

Nowadays, I have a routine that helps me focus on one thing at a time.  

Here is a snapshot of a typical weekday for me… 

5:00am Just me with a cup of tea 

5:15am Work for two hours, while everyone is still sleeping. Inspiration often comes from watching 

the sunrise through my office window… 

7:30am Breakfast with my husband and children 

8:15am Take kids to school 

10:00am Work for two hours 

12:15pm Lunch 

12:30pm Nap. Yes, I take a nap!  

1:00 to 3:00pm  

• Mondays: run errands 

• Tuesdays: household chores  

• Wednesdays: visit my mom or have coffee with a girlfriend 

• Thursdays: volunteer at the school library 

• Fridays: go for a manicure or massage or do whatever I want! 

https://www.nature.com/scientificamericanmind/journal/v23/n1/full/scientificamericanmind0312-22.html


3:15pm Pick up the kids from school 

4:00pm Help kids mono-task: homework and then chores 

5:00pm Make dinner 

6:00pm Dinner with my family 

7:30pm Family time: play games or read to our children 

8:00pm Help kids get ready for bed 

8:30pm Children’s bedtime 

8:45pm – 9:30pm Alone time with my incredible husband… 

Mono-tasking launched me into my best work and into six figures!  

Nowadays, we have money for retirement. We take vacations without guilt or debt. And, our kids have 

college funds… 

All this because I chose to make a change. 

If you’re ready for a life you love… 

How you can get to six figures too 

https://www.awai.com/p/is/tbw/

